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Game Collection "TEACHING by GAMING"  

Nr. Game Title Short Description Available 
languages  Topic Game type                                                              Video 

1  Fun in a box "Fun in a box" are 4 minigames about customer 
contact (Way2Play). NL Business and 

entrepreneur Card game   

2 

Design Thinking 
toolkit/ Dizaina 
domāšanas 
instrumentu 
komplekts  

"Design Thinking Toolkit" is an actionable tool to 
apply design thinking in your business and 
personal projects whether you are an individual, 
startup or a seasoned company.  

LV, EN Business and 
entrepreneur Card game X 

3 Flixa 

“Flixa” is a card game that aims to multiply your 
start-up capital and earn more than other players 
in five game years by trading in the stock 
exchange. 

EN, DE, LV, 
RU 

Business and 
entrepreneur Card game   

4 FunEmployed "FunEmployed" is party game about job reviews. EN Business and 
entrepreneur Card game   

5 MethodKit for 
Projects  

"MethodKit for Projects" is a deck of cards that 
helps you clarify thoughts and develop ideas. It 
gives you an overview of the key aspects of 
working with projects.  

EN Business and 
entrepreneur Card game X 

6 Pitch 
“Pitch” is a game that helps to develop a sense of 
initiative and entrepreneurship, which is the 
ability to turn ideas into action. 

EN, LV, EE, 
ES, HR 

Business and 
entrepreneur Card game   

7 Pitch Reality 
Board Game 

"Pitch Reality Board Game" is game to learn and 
practice pitching your business to investors to 
perform better at the Q&A section. 

EN Business and 
entrepreneur 

Board 
game   

8 Playground for 
Entrepreneurs 

"Playground for Entrepreneurs" is game to 
explore, exchange ideas about your business. EN/ DE / ES Business and 

entrepreneur 
Board 
game   

9 The CX Activator "The CX Activator" is storytelling and costumer 
experience game.  Nl, EN Business and 

entrepreneur Card game    

10 Tour Operator "Tour Operator" is game to talk to clients, book 
flights, hotels. 

NL, EN, FR, 
ES, DE 

Business and 
entrepreneur 

Board 
game X 

11 Zoo Tycoon "Zoo Tycoon" is game where need to manage a 
zoo. EN Business and 

entrepreneur 
Video 
game   

12  HOWs Cards 
“HOWs Cards” is a powerful tool for individuals 
and groups in organising Erasmus+ Youth in 
Action mobility activities.  

EN, LV, 
BG, HU, LT 

Civic and 
political 

education 
Card game   

13 
Bergstadt to 
receive 10 more 
asylum seekers 

"Bergstadt to receive 10 more asylum seekers" is 
simulation game about granting of asylum DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 

Simulation 
game   

14 
Bloc by Bloc: The 
Insurrection 
Game 

"Bloc by Bloc: The Insurrection Game" is board 
Game about urban insurrection EN  

Civic and 
political 

education 

Board 
game X 

15 
Co-opoly, The 
Game of 
Cooperatives 

"Board Game about cooperation  and democracy" 
is board Game about cooperation  and democracy EN  

Civic and 
political 

education 

Board 
game   

16 
Coalition 
building in a 
multi-ethnic state 

"Coalition building in a multi-ethnic state" is 
simulation game about the coalition building in a 
multi-ethnic state 

DE 
Civic and 
political 

education 

Simulation 
game   
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17 
Der 
Kanzler*innen 
Simulator 

"Der Kanzler*innen Simulator" is online game 
about chancellorship DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 

Online 
game   

18 Destination 
Europe 

"Destination Europe" is cardgame about 
migration, teaching empathy. 

EN, NL and 
all languages 

EU 

Civic and 
political 

education 

Card 
game/ 

Print & 
play  

  

19 Enter 
Dignityland! 

"Enter Dignityland!" is a card game on social 
rights within a development plan for the next five 
years.  

EN, FR 
Civic and 
political 

education 
Card game   

20 Fake it to make it "Fake it to make it" online game about 
dissemination of fake news DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 

Online 
game   

21 Fakefinder "Fakefinder" is online game about Fake News DE 
Civic and 
political 

education 

Online 
game   

22 Harmony Square "Harmony Square" is online game about Fake 
News EN, DE, etc. 

Civic and 
political 

education 

Online 
game   

23 Hegemony: The 
Board Game 

"Hegemony: The Board Game" is board game 
about Hegemony EN  

Civic and 
political 

education 

Board 
game   

24 Leons Idenität "Leons Idenität" online game about right-wing 
extremism DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 

Online 
game   

25 Make fake news 
great again 

"Make fake news great again" is card game about 
fake news DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 
Card game X 

26 Papers please  
"Papers please" is a video game where you play 
an immigration inspector in the fictional land of 
Arstotzka. 

EN 
Civic and 
political 

education 

Video 
game   

27 Politicraft "Politicraft" is card game about political 
engagement EN  

Civic and 
political 

education 
Card game   

28 Represent "Represent" is knowledge game about Democracy DE 
Civic and 
political 

education 
Other  X 

29 Rise up! Game of 
People & Power 

"Rise up! Game of People & Power" is board 
Game about political engagement EN  

Civic and 
political 

education 

Board 
game   

30 Statecraft "Statecraft" is card game about political parties EN  
Civic and 
political 

education 
Card game   

31 Super Pacs! "Super Pacs!" is card game about election 
campaigns EN  

Civic and 
political 

education 
Card game   
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32 Terra "Terra" is card game on peace, conflict and 
catastrophe solutions DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 
Card game X 

33 Turning point "Turning point" is simulation game about living 
in the German Democratic Republic DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 

Simulation 
game   

34 Twilight struggle  "Twilight struggle " is cold war simulation game. EN 
Civic and 
political 

education 

Board 
game   

35 
Weltverschwörun
gstheorien 
Quartett 

"Weltverschwörungstheorien Quartett"  is card 
game about conspiracy theories DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 
Card game X 

36 

Who are the 
people? - 
Populists in 
power 

"Who are the people? - Populists in power" is 
simulation game about populism  DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 

Simulation 
game   

37 Wie entscheidest 
du? 

"Wie entscheidest du?" is online game about 
Bundestag election DE 

Civic and 
political 

education 

Online 
game   

38 1979 Revolution 
Black Friday 

"1979 Revolution Black Friday" is play as a 
photographer in Iran during the revolution. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

39 Age of Empires  “Age of Empires” is historical real-time strategy 
video game, with history events throughout time. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

40 
Assassins Creed 
Origins 
Discovery 

"Assassins Creed Origins Discovery" is a 
discovery tour placed in the videogame about an 
assassin in ancient Egypt. 

EN Culture, history 
and geografy  

Video 
game   

41 Civilisation  "Age of Empires " is cilivization building turn-
based strategy game. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

42 Contamemory 

"Contamemory" game  consists of 30 cards 
divided in 6 categories with 5 different cards for 
each category. The core game is a Memory game, 
and then, other options can be played. 

EN, ES Culture, history 
and geografy  

Board 
game   

43 Discover Holland  "Discover Holland " is game to explore Dutch 
cities and villages. EN, NL Culture, history 

and geografy  
Board 
game   

44 Diversonopoly 
"Diversonopoly" is monopoly based quiz game 
about diversity and cultures - From KA2 project 
"AVIK". 

EN Culture, history 
and geografy  

Board 
game   

45 Fallera Calavera 
"Fallera Calavera" is game about Valencian 
culture. The game consists in built your own 
paella with 5 ingredients. 

Valencian Culture, history 
and geografy  

Board 
game X 

46 Ghost of 
Tsushima  

"Ghost of Tsushima" you play as a samurai 
during the invasion of the Mongol Hordes. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

47 God of war 
"God of war" is action-adventure video game 
series known for its greek and nordic 
mythological storytelling. 

Language 
independent 

Culture, history 
and geografy  

Video 
game   

48 Holi "Holi" is party game set during the Hindu Holi 
festival.   EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
 Board 

game (3D) X 
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49 Lewis and Clark 
"Lewis and Clark" is game to manage an 
expedition intended to cross the North American 
continent. 

EN Culture, history 
and geografy  

Board 
game   

50 Never Alone  "Never Alone" is epic journey of Nuna and the 
fox, an atmospherice game created with Inupiat. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

51 Oregon trail  "Oregon trail" is video game to experience the 
trials and tribulations of the road to Oregon. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

52 Red Dead 
Redemption 

"Red Dead Redemption" game set in 1899, the 
Wild West. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

53 Secret Hitler "Secret Hitler" is board game about World War 
2/Fascism EN  Culture, history 

and geografy  
Board 
game X 

54 The cat and the 
Coup 

In game "The Cat and the Coup" you play the cat 
of Dr. Mohammed Mossadegh, the first 
democratically elected Prime Minister of Iran.  

EN Culture, history 
and geografy  

Video 
game   

55 This war of mine "This War of Mine" is a video game set in the 
Balkans War. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

56 Timeline 
"Timeline" is card game about history of the 
humanity (other versions available about music, 
cinema, science...). 

Language 
independent 

Culture, history 
and geografy  Card game   

57 Times up "Times up" is party game about pop culture. EN Culture, history 
and geografy  

Board 
game   

58 Truc "Truc" is traditional game from Valencia to play 
one pair against the other in order to win points. 

Language 
independent 

Culture, history 
and geografy  

Board 
game   

59 Valiant Hearts  "Valiant Hearts" is animated comic book-style 
adventure about the Great War. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

60 Walden, game "Walden, game" is play as Thoreau and learn 
about his life. EN Culture, history 

and geografy  
Video 
game   

61 Watergate "Watergate" is board game about the Watergate 
scandal EN  Culture, history 

and geografy  
Board 
game   

62 Abigail's Tale 
"Abigail's Tale" is game to debate about different 
roles in a pre-set story where cultural diversity is 
shown. 

Language 
independent 

Diversity and 
inclusion 

Roleplay 
game   

63 Age of Adventure 
"Age of Adventure" is delightful, photography-
based card set that celebrates the energy and 
contribution of older community members.  

EN Diversity and 
inclusion Card game   

64 Bandido 
"Bandido" is game about working together and 
collaborating in building and putting cards 
together. 

Language 
independent 

Diversity and 
inclusion 

Board 
game   

65 
Black&Whites - 
50th Anniversary 
Edition 

“Blacks & Whites” is a socially-conscious version 
of  Monopoly. EN Diversity and 

inclusion 
Board 
game   

66 Buffalo “Buffalo: the name dropping game” is a card 
game of quick wits and many combinations. EN Diversity and 

inclusion Card game   

67 Charge Up "Charge Up" is game about mental health created 
in the KA2 project ESTEEM. EN  Diversity and 

inclusion 
Board 
game   

68 
Diversity - the 
online knowledge 
game 

“Diversity - online knowledge game” tests your 
own knowledge of diversity topics. EN, DE Diversity and 

inclusion 
Online 
game   
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69 Diversity Card 
Game 

“Diversity card game” is a game that imitates how 
discrimination and privilege feels like.  EN Diversity and 

inclusion Card game   

70 Diversity-
common diversity  

“Diversity ” is a board game that imitates how 
discrimination and privilege feels like. DE Diversity and 

inclusion 
Board 
game    

71 Endlich 
Feierabend 

"Endlich Feierabend" is a board game on the care 
crisis and homes for the elderly DE Diversity and 

inclusion 
Board 
game   

72 Equirarchy "Equirarchy" is game to support the undestanding 
of the mechanism of societies. EN  Diversity and 

inclusion 
Board 
game   

73 Ethic-poly 
“Ethic-Poly” is a game that leads to thinking 
about different social projects and why 
implementation of such projects are important. 

EN, LV, EE, 
ES, HR 

Diversity and 
inclusion 

Board 
game   

74 Faces "Faces" is party game about prejudices. NL, FR Diversity and 
inclusion Card game   

75 Fair play 
“Fair Play” is a game which confronts players 
with discrimination against Muslims and 
homosexuals and with anti-Semitism. 

NL, DE, EN, 
TR, PT, ES 

Diversity and 
inclusion 

Online 
game   

76 HELP! 

"HELP!" is break out game with the theme of 
anti-bullying where the participants collect clues 
and learn about children’s rights to help a boy in 
need. 

EN  Diversity and 
inclusion 

Simulation 
game   

77 Identity Lotto "Identity Lotto" guides you through the another 
identity. DE Diversity and 

inclusion 
Board 
game   

78 Join the jam "Join the jam" is game about diversity and 
inclusion. NL Diversity and 

inclusion 
Board 
game   

79 Keep it Real 
Diverse Rx2 

"Keep it Real Diverse Rx2" game gives people 
the opportunity to have impactful conversations 
of their lives. 

EN Diversity and 
inclusion 

Board 
game   

80 Lilluu “Lilluu” is an associative card set to talk about 
oneself, others and the world around. 

Language 
independent 

Diversity and 
inclusion Card game   

81 Musical chairs 
COOPERATIVE 

"Musical chairs COOPERATIVE" is traditional 
game with the modified rules to show that 
cooperation can be even more fun than 
competition (specially for those who are excluded 
from the very begining). 

Language 
independent 

Diversity and 
inclusion 

Simulation 
game   

82 One way or 
another 

“One way or another” is a card game that focuses 
on development of communication skills and 
active listening. 

EN, LV, EE, 
ES, HR 

Diversity and 
inclusion Card game   

83 Peace Cards “Peace Cards” are a tool to spark discussion on 
the topics of peace, nonviolence, and activism. EN Diversity and 

inclusion Card game X 

84 S*intro  "S*intro " is a game about inclusion and justice DE Diversity and 
inclusion Card game   

85 Salubria 
"Salubria" is the Health game. Includes 4 
Questions in categories - Fitness, Healthy Living, 
Nutrition, General Knowledge. 

EN Diversity and 
inclusion Card game   

86 Silent Discussion 
"Silent discussion" allow us to access and activate 
the learner's prior knowledge, stereotypes and 
preconceived ideas related to topics. 

EN Diversity and 
inclusion Other   
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87 Social emotions 
“Social Emotions” - is a card set where players 
can go through different situations to be tolerant, 
express and understand different opinions. 

EN, LV, EE, 
ES, HR 

Diversity and 
inclusion Card game   

88 Take a step 
forward 

“Take a step forward” is an activity where 
participants take on roles and move forward 
depending on their chances and opportunities in 
life. 

EN Diversity and 
inclusion Simulation   

89 Team 3 "Team 3" is game when the Mind meets Jenga. 
Can you work together to build a vertical tower? 

Language 
independent 

Diversity and 
inclusion 

Other/ 
Card game X 

90 The blind walk 
"The blind walk" is experiential learning trust 
game for group building, walking blindfolded 
guided by the other person. 

Language 
independent 

Diversity and 
inclusion 

Simulation 
game   

91 The Empathy 
game 

“The Empathy Game” is a tool with question 
cards which helps to broden your thinking and 
start conversations. 

EN Diversity and 
inclusion Card game   

92 Together-Play fit 
for diversity 

"Together-Play fit for diversity" is role play 
activity for vocational school students DE Diversity and 

inclusion Role play   

93 Trick or treat "Trick or treat" is cards game about inequality in 
the world - From KA2 project. EN/ES Diversity and 

inclusion 
Board 
game   

94 Uno, Két, Üc "Uno, Két, Üc" is game to support the 
deveopment of logical and mathematical skills. 

Language 
independent 

Diversity and 
inclusion 

Board 
game   

95 Unusual Suspects "Unusual Suspects" is party game about 
prejudices. EN, NL Diversity and 

inclusion 
Board 
game X 

96 Welcome 
Diversity 

"Welcome Diversity" is  icebreaking/ warm up 
activity to demonstrate in a swinging way what all 
is in the group. 

Language 
independent 

Diversity and 
inclusion Other   

97 White people can 
not rap 

"White people can not rap" is a game about 
discrimination and prejudice DE Diversity and 

inclusion Other   

98 A new Mosque in 
Sleepyville 

"A new Mosque in Sleepyville" is simulation of 
an online consultation/debate. From Bookmarks. EN Language and 

communication 
Simulation 

game   

99 Black Stories 
"Black Stories" are mysterious and sometimes 
dark puzzles.  Players try to reconstruct the crime 
by asking the right questions. 

EN Language and 
communication Card game   

100 Codenames 

"Codenames" is word-based party game where 
players give one-word clues to help their team 
identify secret words on a grid, challenging their 
word association skills and teamwork. 

EN Language and 
communication 

Board 
game   

101 Concept 

"Concept" is game where people needs to guess 
the words that one team is marking on the board. 
The team who is marking communicates with the 
others and with the partner without talking. 

EN Language and 
communication 

Board 
game   

102 Dobble 

"Dobble" is game to match the same drawings on 
different cards. Good to work  on teambuilding 
but also to develope the sense of shapes and 
colours. 

EN Language and 
communication 

Board 
game X 

103 Farben 
"Farben" is game where need to tell what colour 
you think belongs to a word. Tell a story or tell 
about your feelings. 

DE, NE Language and 
communication Card game  X 
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104 Letter Jam  "Letter Jam " is game about spelling. Language 
independent 

Language and 
communication Card game X 

105 Magic Maze 

"Magic Maze" is game where players should 
discover the different parts of the board and also 
the different objetcs of each colour moving the 
people without talking, so it´s a non verbal game. 

EN Language and 
communication 

Board 
game X 

106 Memory "Memory" is a game to challenge memory. Language 
independent 

Language and 
communication 

Other - 
Memory  X 

107 Saboteur 

"Saboteur" has individual and group objectives: 
Arrive to the treasure for the miners and for the 
saboteur to get this treasures and also to make 
difficult the way to arrive for miners. 

EN Language and 
communication 

Board 
game   

108 Shit Happens "Shit Happens" is card game about shitty 
situations. EN, NL Language and 

communication Card game X 

109 Speed cups 
"Speed cups" is game to copy an original model 
in your own perspective following the same 
pattern of colours using plastic cups. 

EN Language and 
communication 

Board 
game X 

110 Story cubes "Story cubes" is storytelling game. Language 
independent 

Language and 
communication 

Board 
game   

111 Taco, cat, goat, 
cheese, pizza 

"Taco, cat, goat, cheese, pizza" is a fast-paced and 
fun card game that challenges players to slap the 
deck when they see a match between the word 
spoken and the card played, creating a chaotic and 
entertaining experience. 

EN Language and 
communication 

Board 
game X 

112 Wavelength 
"Wavelength" is party game about 
communication and compares ideas and 
judgements. 

EN, NL Language and 
communication 

Card/ 
Board 
game 

X 

113 Werewolf of 
Sleepy Hollow 

"Werewolf of Sleepy Hollow" is card-role game 
about debating and communication strategies. 
Good for group building. 

Language 
independent 

Language and 
communication 

Board 
game   

114 

 
Angels with 
Attitude: Cards : 
Celebrating the 
Magic of 
Everyday 
Learning 

"Angels with Attitude" is a set of 52 exquisitely-
illustrated, heart-warming digital cards featuring 
‘everyday’ angels.  

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Online 
Card game   

115 52 Answers/ 52 
Atbildes 

“52 Answers” are 52 drawings of the reflections 
of your thoughts. These cards are not a miracle 
cure; a tools for sortilege or fortune telling. 

LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game X 

116 52 Steps Upward/ 
52 soļi Augšup 

“52 steps upward” are small inspiration cards that 
bring you closer to achieving any goal easier, 
quicker and in a more playful manner. 

LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

117 95 questions/ 95 
jautājumi 

"95 questions" is the game - method of self-
knowledge  to balance  energy and to encourage 
asking yourself brave questions and to encourage 
you to listen to your inner voice and the answers 
to it.  

LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   
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118 Animal sobre 
animal 

"Animal sobre animal" in this game is possible to 
develop mobility, imagination, space distribution. EN 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Board 
game   

119 
Author of Your 
Life/ Savas dzīves 
autore 

"Author of Your Life" is game with cards which 
includes affirmations and tasks in six important 
categories: awareness, mind, spirit, emotions, 
body, sequel. 

LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game X 

120 Be ready 

Game “Be ready” is facilitation game that 
includes 6 categories - Activity type,  Motivation, 
Learning process, Group dynamic, Evaluation, 
Green aspects. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game   

121 Danza del huevo 
"Danza del huevo" is game wehere the dices has 
different moves and sounds to do so with that you 
work reflexes, mental agility and mobility. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game   

122 Dixit "Dixit" is board and card game about storytelling 
and empathy. 

Language 
independent 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Board 
game   

123 Embodied change 

"Embodied change" is toolkit who are related to 
different areas - some are designed to boost 
imagination and creative expression, and some 
can be integrated in entrepreneurship or social 
and emotional skills training.  

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Other - 
Toolkit    

124 Everyday 
adventures 

"Everyday adventures" is assignments to make 
life interesting. EN 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Card game 
/Other -  
puzzles  

  

125 Exploding kittens 

"Exploding Kittens" is a kitty-powered version of 
Russian Roulette. Players take turns drawing 
cards until someone draws an exploding kitten 
and loses the game. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game X 

126 Fantasma Blitz 

"Fantasma Blitz" is quick-reflex card game where 
players race to grab the right object from a set of 
cards based on shape, color, or orientation, 
leading to hilarious and fast-paced gameplay. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game X 

127 
Feelings.Emotion
s/ Jūtas. Sajūtas. 
Emocijas 

"Feelings & Emotions" is game that helps better 
to understand our inner world  - our feelings and 
emotions.  

LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

128 Fent Amics 

"Fent Amics" is set of cards with questionds for 
getting to kno each other in a new group of 
people, to build connection and share about 
ourselves. 

ES 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

129 Forest of  Fate  "Forest of  Fate " is adventure roleplay game with 
characters. EN 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Roleplay 
game X 

130 Gamification 
Nation 

"Gamification Nation'' is a card game to assist at 
workshops, especially when trying to create 
games or gamification designs with people who 
self-proclaim not to play games.  

EN, DE 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   
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131 Gefühlsmonster 
Cards 

"Gefühlsmonster Cards" are a tool aiding and 
simplifying any kind of communication about 
feelings.  

Landguage 
Independent 

Personal and 
team 

development 
Card game   

132 Gobbit 

"Gobbit" is fast and fun card game where players 
compete to slap cards that match a given criteria, 
testing their reflexes and observation skills in a 
lively and competitive atmosphere. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game X 

133 Hands up 

"Hands up" is tabletop game where players 
quickly raise their hands when they spot a 
matching card, creating a fast-paced and lively 
gaming experience. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game   

134 Hold your Acces  "Hold your Aces" is trainers Competence Cards 
for Self- Assessment.  EN 

Personal and 
team 

development 
Card game   

135 Ikonikus 
"Ikonikus" is card game in which each card 
represents an emotion and empathy plays a key 
role. 

Language 
independent 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Board 
game   

136 Imagine 

"Imagine" is creative and imaginative party game 
where players use transparent cards with various 
images to convey concepts and guess words or 
phrases, fostering a unique and visually engaging 
gameplay experience. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game   

137 Jungle speed 

"Jungle speed" is fast-paced card game where 
players compete to grab a totem pole in the center 
of the table when they spot matching symbols, 
creating a lively and chaotic gaming experience. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game X 

138 King of Tokyo 

"King of Tokyo" is fast-paced and interactive 
board game where players take on the roles of 
giant monsters, battling each other to become the 
ruler of Tokyo.  

Language 
independent 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Board 
game   

139 Learning in 
transition 

"Learning in Transition" is based on a story-
telling approach and the concept of learning 
biography.  

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

140 Learning Out of 
the box 

"Learning Out of the box" is card game that is 
intended to be used as a tool addressing the topic 
of 'learning' in a fun, engaging and inspiring way. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

141 Lego 

"LEGO" have designed a tool for management, 
team building, and problem solving known as 
LEGO Serious Play. The concept is that we, as 
human beings, learn through using our hands. 

Language 
independent 

Personal and 
team 

development 
Other   

142 
MethodKit for 
Personal 
Development 

"MethodKit for Personal Development" is a kit 
that highlights the vital aspects of understanding 
who you are, what you are good at, where you are 
now and where you want to be heading. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

143 More than words 
“More than Words” is a card game with the aim 
to encourage conversations about life, values and 
other important things. 

EN, LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game X 
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144 

Motivation. 
Values. Needs/ 
Motivācija. 
Vērtības. 
Vajadzības 

"Motivation. Values. Needs" is the game about 
values. Values serve as the basis for our biggest 
life decisions, they influence our goals and 
personal needs. 

LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

145 Moving Stories "Moving Stories" is game to help a teen girl deal 
with her depression. Nl 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Other - 
Mobile 
game/ 

Applied 
game 

  

146 
My Team Roles/ 
Manas komandas 
lomas/ 

"My Team Roles" methodology is based on 
Belbin's theory of team roles. LV 

Personal and 
team 

development 
Card game   

147 New Shores 
"New Shores" is a game to develop personal and 
professional skills –tolerance, empathy, 
communication, active listening, strategy. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Online 
game   

148 Once upon a time 
“Once upon a time” is a card game designed to 
develop expression and communication through 
the storytelling activities. 

EN, LV, EE, 
ES, HR 

Personal and 
team 

development 
Card game   

149 Picture Party "Picture Party"| is party game to get to know each 
other better. NL 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Board 
game   

150 Points of you - 
Faces 

"Points of you - Faces" is a straightforward and 
powerful tool that is all about people, 
relationships and getting to know ourselves 
through the faces of others.  

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

151 Points of you - 
Flow 

"Points of you - Flow" is a reflection tool for 
mindfulness and presence. It offers creative ways 
of mapping the here and now, observe emotions 
and identify needs.  

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

152 Points of you - 
Punctum 

"Points of you - Punctum" is a dynamic and 
metaphorical tool that helps you stimulate a 
moment of discovery and clarity.  

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board/ 
Card game   

153 
Points of you - 
The Coaching 
Game 

"Points of you - The Coaching Game" is a 
powerful tool that boosts development and 
transformation. The combination of images 
together with words triggers right brain intuition 
with left brain logic.  

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board/ 
Card game   

154 Project Zomboid 

"Project Zomboid" is survival horror video game 
set in a post-apocalyptic world, emphasizing 
extreme realism: player-driven storytelling, needs 
and worries to survive in the apocalypse. 

Language 
independent 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Video 
game   

155 
Self Care – Cards 
For Home and 
Work 

"Self Care – Cards For Home and Work" is tool 
for enhancing everyday health and wellbeing for 
carers.  

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

156 Shoes cards 
“Shoes cards” are Images of shoes and feet on 
one side and quotes on the other that stimulates 
visualization, creative thinking. 

Landguage 
Independent 

Personal and 
team 

development 
Card game X 
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157 Sign 
"Sign" is card game to play with teams, make 
combination of cards and sign your teammates 
secretly that you're complete. 

NL 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game    

158 Snakes & 
Ladders 

"Snakes & Ladders" is game to grow emotional 
maturaty. NL 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Board 
game   

159 Soft Skills Tree 

“Soft Skills Tree” is a board game allowing you 
to activate and train 5 soft skills - critical 
thinking, team work, motivation, learning to 
learn, dealing with stress. 

EN, LV, IT, 
ES, DE 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Board 
game X 

160 Tell your story 
“Tell your Story” card game is a method to 
involve people to talk about their experience and 
share ideas, thoughts and personal views. 

LV, EN, RU 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game X 

161 
Tell yourself. Tell 
others/ Pasaki 
sev. Pasaki citiem 

"Tell yourself. Tell others" is positive 
conversation game will help to create 
conversations both big and small, with yourself 
and others.  

LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

162 The loser game "The loser game" is game to encourage 
exchanging. EN 

Personal and 
team 

development 
Card game    

163 Throw Throw 
Burrito! 

"Throw Throw Burrito!" is the world's first 
dodgeball card game. Collect cards. Play your 
hand. Throw things at your friends. 

Language 
independent 

Personal and 
team 

development 

Board 
game   

164 To be Continued 
“To be Continued” game aims to encourage 
players to get to know themselves better and learn 
more about other people’s thoughts and values. 

EN, LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

165 Ubongo 

"Ubongo" is puzzle board game where players 
race against the clock to fit uniquely shaped tiles 
into a designated pattern, testing their spatial 
reasoning and problem-solving skills in a thrilling 
competition. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game   

166 Vet gezellig "Vet gezellig" is question cards that encourage 
talking about mental health. NL 

Personal and 
team 

development 
Card game    

167 Virus 
"Virus" is deck-building game with the theme of 
facing the pandemic caused by the outbreak of an 
experimental virus. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game X 

168 Workstations 
toolbox 

"Workstations" is a challenging team problem 
solving game with powerful messages about 
managing team communication. 

EN 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   

169 Your World/ 
Tava pasaule 

Associative cards "Your World" are intended to 
be used  for professional use who work with 
people, promoting their personal and professional 
growth!  

LV 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Card game   
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170 Zicke Zacke 
Huhnerkacke 

"Zicke Zacke Huhnerkacke" is family-friendly 
board game where players collect colorful 
chicken figurines by memorizing and matching 
their features, creating a lighthearted and 
entertaining gaming experience. 

DE 
Personal and 

team 
development 

Board 
game   

171 
Ancestors The 
Humankind 
Odyssey 

"Ancestors The Humankind Odyssey" is action-
adventure game that takes players on a journey 
through human evolution, from primates to early 
humans, in a vast and immersive prehistoric 
world. 

Language 
independent STEM Video 

game   

172 Carrera de 
tortugas 

"Carrera de tortugas" is tabletop racing game 
where players use dice to move turtles forward, 
aiming to be the first to reach the finish line. It's a 
light-hearted and family-friendly board game. 

EN STEM Board 
game   

173 Catan 

"Catan" is board game where players collect 
resources, trade, and build settlements to establish 
dominance on an island, fostering strategic 
gameplay and negotiation. 

EN STEM Board 
game   

174 Covalence 
" Covalence" is game, where, players work 
together to accurately reconstruct a number of 
secret organic compounds. 

EN STEM Board 
game   

175 Deliver us the 
moon 

"Deliver us the moon" is the play as an astronaut 
on the moon. EN STEM Video 

game   

176 Foldfun "Foldfun" is game to practicing math. Language 
independent STEM Other - 

Puzzles  X 

177 Ion  

"Ion" is game with elements, atoms, charges, ions, 
anions, cations, noble gases, halogens, alkali 
metals, Alkaline earth metals, compound naming, 
creating neutrally charged compounds, transition 
metals, polyatomic ions, reactions, acids and 
bases. 

EN STEM Card game X 

178 Marrakech 

"Marrakech" is game where each player takes the 
role of a rug salesperson who tries to outwit the 
competition. Each player starts with 10 coins and 
an equal number of carpets. 

EN STEM Board 
game   

179 Microsoft 
Minecraft  

"Microsoft Minecraft " is video game to build,  
discover and work together. 

EN, NL, DE, 
ES  STEM Video 

game   

180 Pipo "Pipo" is educative game where you can learn 
about different topics like maths, geography. EN STEM Video 

game   

181 Rummikub 

"Rummikub" is classic tile-based board game 
where players aim to be the first to form sets and 
runs of numbers with their tiles, using strategy 
and math skills to win. 

Language 
independent STEM Board 

game   

182 Subatomic 

"Subatomic" is a deck-building game about 
building elements from subatomic particles! 
Players begin the game with a small deck of 
quarks and photons.  

EN STEM Board 
game   
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183 Viral! 
"Viral!" is competitive boardgame in which each 
player controls a virus that is growing inside a 
human body. 

EN, NL STEM Board 
game X 

184 Virulance 
"Virulance" is structure and components of 
viruses, genome, helical, icosahedral, spherical 
envelope, virus replication, vaccines, mutation. 

EN STEM Card game   

185 Wingspan  "Wingspan " is game to learn more about birds. EN, NL STEM Board 
game   

186 4 Elements 
“4 Elements” is a game that helps to understand 
the concept of sustainability and to discover how 
our daily actions affect the environmental change. 

EN, LV, EE, 
ES, HR 

Sustainability 
and ecology 

Board 
game   

187 Coral 
"Coral" is game to build your coral reef, while 
trying to position your own species closest to the 
top. 

Language 
independent 

Sustainability 
and ecology 

Other - 
Building 

game 
X 

188 E gewinnt "'E gewinnt" is board game on electromobility DE Sustainability 
and ecology 

Board 
game   

189 Ecogon “Ecogon” is a game where you can practice life in 
nature in your small ecosystem. DE Sustainability 

and ecology 
Board 
game   

190 Evolution 
Climate 

“Evolution: CLIMATE” is a game where players 
adapt their species in a dynamic ecosystem. EN Sustainability 

and ecology 
Board 
game X 

191 Fish ´n´Flips 
“Fish 'n' Flips” is about rescuing marine animals 
such as dolphins and turtles from fishing nets 
cooperatively or in a race. 

DE Sustainability 
and ecology Card game   

192 Green Deal “Green Deal” is a game where you'll run an 
international company in the year 2050! DE Sustainability 

and ecology 
Board 
game   

193 Green House 
“Green House'' - team up to stop climate change 
and restore our Green House - in a game, and then 
in real life. 

EN Sustainability 
and ecology Card game   

194 Keep Cool "Keep Cool" is the game to develop knowledge 
about the difficulties with climate change. EN, DE Sustainability 

and ecology 
Board 
game X 

195 Kyoto "Kyoto" takes players straight into one of the 
burning issues of our time: climate change. EN Sustainability 

and ecology 
Board 
game   

196 Mobility Safari 
"Mobility Safari" is game where players try to 
realise as many innovative urban mobility 
projects as possible. 

DE Sustainability 
and ecology 

Board 
game   

197 Planet A "Planet A" is card game about sustainability DE Sustainability 
and ecology Card game   

198 Tipping Point "Tipping Point" is a card game that playfully 
demonstrates the dangers of global warming. EN Sustainability 

and ecology 
Board 
game   

199 Waldmeister "Waldmeister" is board game about ecological 
forestry DE Sustainability 

and ecology 
Board 
game X 

200 Winds of Change "Winds of Change" is board game about climate 
change DE Sustainability 

and ecology 
Board 
game X 

 
 

You can find detailed game descriptions here: www.teachingbygaming.eu 
 
 

http://www.teachingbygaming.eu/

